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Executive summary

 AHPs from across the North West met on June 19th 2013 at the AHP
Network annual conference. The event was held at the Reebok
stadium hotel in Bolton.

 The theme of the conference was the Francis report and the
implications of this for AHPs.
 Delegates heard from a range of speakers about the contents of the
Francis report and worked together to identify the actions AHPs could
take at different levels – organisation, service, profession, and
personal. [The conference agenda is on the next slide]
 The event was extremely well evaluated by those who took part in
terms of the shared learning, the focus on actions and the inspiration
for each person to do something differently in the future for the
benefit of patients. [See separate document for the event evaluation]
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PROCESS AND OUTPUTS
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Agenda for the day
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After everyone had settled in, Alison talked about what
people could expect from the day…
•

We are here to talk about and explore
the implications of the Francis Report for
AHPs

•

By the end of the day, we hope to enable
people to act on the recommendations of
the Report within the context of their
own settings

The conference will empower people to discuss
issues around professionalism, help people talk
about how to create a culture of care and
compassion, and provide an opportunity for AHPs to

network with each other
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…and Ross introduced the agenda

The work you do is
really valuable

To get the day started, Ross asked
everyone to think about two
questions:
 What is going well in your job?
 What are you looking to get from
today?
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Everyone received a delegate pack

Bryony Simpson then gave a talk providing an overview
of the Francis Report…

• The Francis Report has really brought home
how unprofessional people can become
• Focuses on a “damning” investigation of
Mid-Staffordshire
• Most of the momentum for this to take
place came from parents and carers, not
staff members

Francis talks about how relationships can be
more important than the system. It is not the
system that will ensure patients are put first,
day in, day out.
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…and in a video interview, Karen Middleton talked
about the implications for AHPs…
What are the key messages for AHPs from the
Francis Report?

There is a real need for strong
clinical leadership and for people
to start noticing things
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What do you feel are the main opportunities

How are open and honest conversations

for AHPs going forward?

helping to improve patient care?

Tying together the rehab and

They allow people to stand up and say

urgent community care agendas is

something when someone is being

a real opportunity for AHPs

unprofessional

…before Bryony summed up
• We need to learn to act when we
see something is wrong
• We need to empower people to
do something before it is too late

Are you all engaging in
Big Conversations?

• Think about developing your
clinical leadership

Watch your thoughts, they become words.
Watch your words, they become actions.
Watch your actions, they become habits.
Watch your habits, they become character.
Watch your character because it becomes
your destiny.
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Dean Royles then gave a talk on the leadership challenges
AHPs are facing post-Francis
Four key things to bring to your team as a leader

Meaning

Hope

Belonging

Growth

Go out and let everyone know how

brilliant you are!
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Delegates then worked in groups on what the organisation
level response to the Francis Report should be…
NHS North West AHP Conference 19th June 2013
GROUP WORK #1 : Organisation/service level response

Table #

Based on what you have heard so far, and thinking of your own organisations and/or service…
1) What are the practical steps we should be prioritising (have a look at the web survey results for ideas)?
•
•
•

•

2) How do we make our responses to Francis specific measurable, realistic, easy to record?
•
•
•
•
3) What might early warnings of problems look like for AHP services ?
•
•
•
•
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Delegates then worked in groups on what the organisation
level response to the Francis Report should be…
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See separate files with all the completed group work posters

…some common themes were:
 That we should be prioritising values based recruitment activity and an
organisation-wide action plan
 That we should measure our response to the Francis Report through
listening to patient stories

 That AHPs should be on the look out for:
o

an increase in the number of complaints

o

staff who seem too complacent in their jobs

o
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a culture where no-one questions or raises issues regarding their
own or others’ behaviour

Peter Eckersley then gave a talk on the leadership journey
as an AHP

There is a strong call for leadership in
It is important to pay attention to

the Francis Report

your own leadership skills in your
everyday working life

• There are in-house training programs
available within the different Trusts
• These courses reinforce leadership skills
that you will have already learnt
throughout your career as an AHP

• I personally went from being a shy person
to someone who can now contribute in
meetings to initiate change
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…and Tanya Rumney talked about how AHPs can take charge
to make a real difference
• Communicate with
commissioners in a way
that they can understand
• Make sure you ideas stand
out from the crowd
• Make sure you are solving
your commissioners
problems as well as your
own

Managers don’t have all the answers –
we can’t expect them to
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I think you just need to have the idea
and then the belief that you can
implement that idea

Delegates then split into groups again to look at professional
level responses to Francis…
NHS North West AHP Conference 19th June 2013

Table #

GROUP WORK #2 : Professional level response

Based on what you have heard so far, and thinking of your own professions…
1) What successes can we build on?

2) What are the challenges to making progress

Focus on profession level actions:
 Professionalism conversations
 Strengthening leadership
 Professional standards review
 Placements
 Confidence to hold each other to account

3) What fresh ideas do we have for acting together within our professions?

4) What can I personally do differently within my profession?
www.idenk.com
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Delegates then split into groups again to look at professional
level responses to Francis…
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See separate files with all the completed group work posters

… and some common answers were:

 That AHPs should build on the successes we’ve had in sharing ideas,
networking and developing a resilience as a group of professionals
 That the challenges inhibiting progress are constant changes in
leadership and through service reconfiguration, as well as an aging
workforce stagnating change
 That AHPs need to share more ideas amongst one another, both on an
organisational and on a personal level
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Before lunch, Ross asked each table for a Tweet inspired by
the day so far…

Patient-centered collaborative
working. Be brave. #takethelead
What have you done today to
make you feel proud AHPs?
AHPs gaining confidence to drive

change and innovate positively.
Lead by example.

We are committed to change in

the culture of the NHS and AHPs
are leading the way.
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We’ve been inspired on Table 10.
Loving the networking

At lunch, delegates had the opportunity to visit the
Marketplace
The marketplace was made up of representatives
from various Healthcare organisations
AQuA (Advancing Quality Alliance)
Centre for Professional Workforce Development
Greater Manchester HIEC (Health Innovation
& Education Cluster)
NICE (National Institute for Health
& Care Excellence)
North West AHP Workforce Board
North West Leadership Academy
North West Placement Development Network
North West Workforce Modernisation Hub

Research & Development North West
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…after lunch, Ross got people to start thinking about
listening skills…

Two major themes for
this afternoon:
- Speaking Up
- Listening Well

• How do I intervene in a situation
if it’s tricky/difficult?

• Listening is about making a
connection with people
• What is happening in their lives
that is affecting the situation
they’re in?

Cleveland Clinic Video
Empathy: The Human Connection to Patient Care
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDDWvj_q-o8
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Bill Davidson gave a talk on the Service User Perspective…

The Francis Report confirmed that
there were a lot of low aims

With all of your acquired skills

and expertise, you can
maintain that Compassionate
Ordinariness – the
patient will be most grateful.

The virtue of “caring with”
Implies a partnership, a sharing of
care to enable choice
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…after which the delegates did some group work
on listening…
NHS North West AHP Conference 19th June 2013

Table #

GROUP WORK #4 : Listening
1) What do we take from Bill’s talk?

2) What makes for good listening and what stops us listening well?

3) Thinking of the Cleveland Clinic video, what sort of questions
can we ask patients to help us connect better with them?

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

4) How could we go about coaching others to be good listeners?

•
•
•
•

www.idenk.com
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…after which the delegates did some group work
on listening…
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See separate files with all the completed group work posters

…with responses including:
 That what we need to learn from Bill’s talk is that listening has an
impact on quality on many levels
 That good listening comes from delivering recovery focused care
 That listening is inhibited by people not giving interactions with
patients enough time
 That to connect better with patients we need to be asking questions
such as:
o

Do you understand?

o

How do you feel about this?

o

Ones that focus on motivation

 That we can coach others to be good listeners by giving feedback and
being role models ourselves
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…and after learning about the various Heron interventions,
on speaking up…

Heron interventions:
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•

When you come across a tricky situation, you’ve got to think that you have options

•

Sometimes we don’t do anything but sometimes you’ve got to have an influence

•

Heron’s work suggests we can choose how we intervene in different ways, being facilitative (Cathartic,
Catalytic or Supportive) and/or Authoritative (Prescriptive, Informing or Confronting)

See separate PDF of the Heron interventions

…and after learning about the various Heron interventions,
on speaking up…
NHS North West AHP Conference 19th June 2013

Table #

GROUP WORK #4 : Speaking up
1) As a table, think of a scenario
where you see or hear something
involving the care of a patient
that you feel needs to be
challenged

2) Using the Heron interventions, what sorts of things could you say to intervene
in the situation (think of the forms of words you might use)

Cathartic

Facilitative

Catalytic

Supportive

Prescriptive

Authoritative

Informative

Confronting

www.idenk.com
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…and after learning about the various Heron interventions,
on speaking up…
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See separate files with all the completed group work posters

…groups thought through some examples for each type
of response:
 Facilitative
o

o

o

Cathartic: “How do you think the patient felt/feels?” Discuss the
situation reasonably
Catalytic: Explain what you perceive as the problem and invite them
to find a solution
Supportive: Support other staff where needed

 Authoritative
o

o

o
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Prescriptive: Implement an action plan amongst staff; tell them what
to do in the future
Informative: “That was unsafe because…” “The reason you should do
this is because…”
Confronting: “I think this should happen…” “Do you need an update
on training?” “Do you think you are meeting an acceptable standard?”

Alison then began to sum up the day…

Listening is an
attitude of the heart

 Sense-check yourselves on a day-to-day
basis whilst enacting your roles
 No patients want to be receiving the
treatment they need
 Think about what kind of role model you
are - what impact am I having?
 How you act reflects on what you value what does my behaviour say about me?
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…before Sue Louth gave her closing remarks

“Too many people are waiting to
be told what to do. Good leaders
act on their vision and don’t wait
to be told what to do.”
Robert Francis

My challenge to you
is to go back and act
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68

idenk support encompasses the critical ‘4 Is’ :
ideas | implementation | individuals | interaction
The inspiration-implementation cycle
All organisations face the challenge of delivering
results today while creating fresh ideas that
make them successful in the future

Skilled
interaction
Inspirational
ideas

Brilliant
implementation

Individual
talent

The individual-interaction balance
People need to learn how to unlock their talents
through building their own capabilities and
improving the quality of how they work together

id e n k .com

www.
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